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The subject of petroleum has been much in the news of late, most recently highlighted by the 

jIIlnounce-m.J!I'lt c:rf"Pli1!"eo"irt-decontrorordomestic oirprices. -This being a tecfiiiicaI 
letter, we will not comment here on the wisdom of the proposed policy, which involves, as far as we are 
able to understand it, encouraging oil exploration by making it more profitable and then taxing away the 
resultant profits. Whatever the fundamental situation, however, the price behavior of oil stocks consti-
tutes an appropriate area for technical comment, if for no other reason than the fact that these stocks, 
perhaps more than any other similar group, form an important element of the overall stock market equation. 

Many investors, we suspect, do not realize the extent to which the size of the major oil companies 
causes them to influence the behavior of the capital-weighted Standard 110 Poor's 50o-stock Index. The 
total market value of the 500 stocks in that index is some $659 billion, and of this, $107 billion, or 16.3%, 
is accounted for by 20 oil stocks. The largest of them, Exxon, constitutes 3t% of the index, and no fewer 
than 7 issues each constitute more than 1% of the index by themselves. These figures, moreover, do not 
include the related Oil Well Equipment and Offshore Drilling stocks, which, collectively, constitute another 
2.8% of the index. As the chart below indicates, this major component of the stock market has, indeed, 
behaved in an exemplary fashion of late. 
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The chart shows the action of the S IIoP 500 since January 1976 together with ,the two major oil indices, 
Domestic and International. Below each index is plotted a relative strength line, showing the action of the 
group in relation to the S&P. As can clearly be seen, both the domestic and international indicators have 
moved sharply into new three-year high territory, despite the fact that the 500 remains well below its 
September high. Both the oil indices exceeded that high some time ago and have recently been able to post 
new peaks above their best levels of 1976-1977. Needless to say, this has caused sharp uptrends in the 
relative strength for both areas. 

Although the stocks may be vulnerable to temporary correction, this superior relative action shows 
no signs of abating, and technical work suggests that oil stocks should continue to demonstrate above-
average performance. Since these issues are a major component, this could be, in our view, an augury 
of further market firmness. 
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